
DALYA
COLLECTION
Commercial-grade outdoor furniture



Discover Dalya, a line of 
commercial grade outdoor 
furniture ideal for sprucing up 
outdoor spaces.

The furniture in this collection was designed 

to meet the specific needs of businesses, 

particularly by withstanding sustained 

commercial use. 

Beyond their trendy look, Dalya pieces of 

furniture are entirely designed and produced 

in Canada in a unique and easy-to-maintain 

material: marine grade polyethylene.

Resistant to various weather conditions such 

as rain, sun and wind, each piece of furniture 

is covered by a 5-year warranty.
Many color combinations 
possible

Made of marine grade 
polyethylene

Easy to clean

5-year commercial 
warranty

Made in Canada



Dalya:  
The Art of 
Outdoor Living

Our Dalya collection is full of Scandinavian outdoor 
furniture that will last over time, so the sun can shine 
on terraces, balconies and by the pool all season.  
A great way to make the most out of summer!



The Dalya line features a wide selection of outdoor 
furniture, including a few luminous items that will make 
any decor more welcoming. 

A collection  
with brilliant 
features

The various cuts, colors and uses of the furniture 
are easy to mix and match and allow the design of 
relaxing and inviting spaces.



Durability 
at its finest

Each piece of furniture is designed 

to last for many years in a variety of 

conditions ranging from prolonged 

exposure to the sun to high winds. 

Marine grade polyethylene resin is 

an ultra-resistant material, carefully 

selected to provide you with 

the highest quality products.



Guaranteed  
peace of mind 

Manufactured in Canada by a 

dedicated team, our commercial 

grade furniture is made to last through 

repeated use. The 5-year warranty 

protects the parts and components of 

each item against defects to give you 

true peace of mind.



CHAIRS

Dalya chairs are known for their 

high resistance and easy maintenance. 

Made of polyethylene, these 

commercial grade chairs are suitable 

for both indoor and outdoor use.  

They can be installed in rest areas, 

waiting rooms, or on patios.

COMMERCIAL  
GRADE

Dalya Patio Chair
13783

Dalya Patio Chair
13785

Dalya Patio Chair
15334

Dalya Patio Chair
15334

Dimensions:  

22.5" (W) x 20.75" (D) x 29.5" (H)



BISTRO 
TABLES 

Our bistro tables made of polyethylene are  

suitable for all seasons. They are resistant to 

temperature changes, UV rays, and scratches.  

Install them in shared spaces such as cafeterias  

and break rooms or on a patio to encourage 

employees to enjoy the weather.  

COMMERCIAL  
GRADE

Dalya Outdoor Bistro Table   
15003

Dalya Outdoor Bistro Table   
15002

Dimensions:  

24" (W) x 24" (D) x 28" (H)



SIDE TABLES  
AND STOOLS 

Dalya Outdoor Side Table/Stool with Rounded Corners   
14253

Our polyethylene side tables and stools 

match perfectly with the rest of the furniture 

in the Dalya collection and have the same 

qualities. Different colors and cuts can be 

mixed and matched to create a welcoming 

indoor or outdoor space.

COMMERCIAL  
GRADE

Lighted Dalya Outdoor Side Table/Stool  
with Rounded Corners
13813

Dalya Outdoor Side Table/Stool  
with Rounded Corners   
15332

Dalya Outdoor Side Table/Stool with Rounded Corners   
15332

Dalya Outdoor Side Table/Stool  
with Rounded Corners  
14253

Dalya Outdoor Side Table/Stool  
with Rounded Corners   
14255

LIGHTED

Dimensions:  

16" (W) x 16" (D) x 16" (H)



Dalya Round Outdoor Side Table/Stool 
13794

SIDE TABLES  
AND STOOLS COMMERCIAL  

GRADE

Dalya Round Outdoor Side Table/Stool    
13797

Dalya Round Outdoor Side Table/Stool    
13797

Dalya Round Outdoor Side Table/Stool    
13795

Dalya Round Outdoor Side Table/Stool    
15339

Dimensions :  

15,75" (W) x 15,75" (D) x 16" (H)



FLOWERPOTS 
AND PLANTERS 

Our flowerpots and planters distinguish 

themselves by their low maintenance 

and resistant polyethylene design. In an 

indoor or outdoor commercial space, 

they will add a nice touch of greenery 

to any office.

COMMERCIAL  
GRADE

Dalya Tall Outdoor Planter Pot   
14431

Dimensions :  

15,75" (W) x 15,75" (D) x 32" (H)

Dalya Tall Outdoor Planter Pot   
14248

Dalya Tall Outdoor Planter Pot   
13798

Dalya Tall Outdoor Planter Pot   
15336

Dalya Tall Outdoor Planter Pot    
14249

LIGHTED



Large Dalya Outdoor Planter  
15010

Dalya Outdoor Planter  
15008

Dalya Set of 2 Planters
15018

Dalya Set of 2 Planters
15015

Dalya Outdoor Planter  
15005

FLOWERPOTS 
AND PLANTERS

LARGE SIZE

Dimensions:  

16,25" (W) x 16,25" (D) x 19,5" (H)

SMALL SIZE

Dimensions:  

12,25" (W) x 12,25" (D) x 16,25" (H)

Large Dalya Outdoor Planter  
15013

AVAILABLE IN SET
OF 2 PLANTERS

(One small and one large)

COMMERCIAL  
GRADE



Head Office

6168, rue Principale, Sainte-Croix, Québec G0S 2H0 Canada

Distributions centers accros the U.S and manufacturing plants  
in Canada and Mexico.  

Contact

Marie-May Rousseau – Canada & U.S 
Development Director  
mmrousseau@southshorefurniture.com

COMMERCIAL  
GRADE


